
Send your contributions before April 30 for the 
LPWAN & 5G conference organized by 

L’Embarqué on June 24 
 
 
For its 5th edition, the LPWAN conference, which now bears the name LPWAN & 5G, as 
the arrival of 5G will disrupt the field of long-range and low-power networks for the Internet 
of Things, will take place on June 24, 2021 in Paris, face-to-face and remote. 
 
Four or five high-level presentations will be held in the morning and will be followed in the 
afternoon by two thematic routes: one focused on technological developments and advances 
in the standardization of technologies, the other on feedback. and applications conducted with 
LPWAN and 5G networks (smart city, smart energy metering, geolocation, etc.). During the 
day, an exhibition space dotted with small stands will give speakers and listeners the 
opportunity to meet certain players in the field (technology suppliers, card and module 
manufacturers, network operators, design offices, etc.).  
 
The LPWAN & 5G conference will focus on answering the following questions:  
 
- How are the different LPWAN solutions available today (LoRa, Sigfox, LTE-M, NB-IoT, 
5G, etc.) and emerging ones (Eltres, Mioty, Wi-Fi HaLow, Wirepas, Zeta, etc.) ? And how 
they can works in cooperation ? 
 
- What are the main technological and normative developments facing public and private 
LPWAN operators, whether they operate in frequency bands accessible without a license or in 
licensed bands? 
 
- What are the next expected evolutions for the LPWAN protocols that we know today?  
 
- How do and will LTE-M, NB-IoT, 5G cellular solutions fit together in this context?  
 
- Will the arrival of solutions based on constellations of satellites change the sector? In this 
context, a call for contributions is open until April 30, 2021.  
 
The summaries of the presentations, whether they come from suppliers of hardware or 
software technological bricks, standardization bodies, operators or users of LPWAN 
networks, cloud platform publishers or applied research labs, should not exceed one page and 
should be sent to the following address: redaction@lembarque.com.  
 
Proposals will be reviewed by L’Embarqué editorial staff for approval. You can visit the 
LPWAN & 5G showcase maintained by L’Embarqué on the social network LinkedIn to 
follow the latest news in the field of LPWAN networks and get the details to come on the 
conference. 
A website dedicated to the conference with registration procedures (limited number of face-
to-face places and paid participation) will be put online during the first week of May.  


